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What is SecureLatch™?

 SecureLatch™ is a series of pintle hitches and 

lunette rings engineered with an auto-locking 

mechanism. Hooking up your trailer with 

SecureLatch™ is as easy as Strike. Drop. Auto-lock.

 Additional features:

 Cupped hook for quieter towing

 Slotted pintle mounts for one-wrench adjustment

 Safety chain hangers to avoid dragging

 Built-in lunette ring lock for enhanced security

 Integrated back plate to align the connection

 Dark grey teridium finish for a premium look
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How SecureLatch™ works

 Strike: Back up your vehicle to 

the trailer. An integrated strike 

plate on the pintle hitch helps 

stop and center the lunette ring.

 Auto-lock: The auto-locking 

latch will engage without the 

need for manual coupling. 

Just insert the safety pin!

 Drop: With the lunette ring 

centered on the pintle hook, 

drop the ring down onto the 

hook by lowering the trailer jack.
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SecureLatch™

Ball and Pintle Combinations
SecureLatch™
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SecureLatch™ Pintle Mounts

 Slotted bolt plate provides max adjustability, 

instead of fixed height positions

 Quick, easy, one-tool height adjustments –

no disassembly required

 Torqued bolt plates provide 48,000 lbs. 

total clamp load for secure connection
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SecureLatch™ Lunette Rings

 Drop-in pin accepts lock to deter theft 

(turns 90 degrees while coupled)

 Vertically offset base allows ring to be 

flipped for maximum height adjustment
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Standard Pintle Hooks

 Mounts on any CURT 

adjustable pintle mount

 GTW capacities up to 60,000 lbs.

 Fits 2-1/2” or 3” I.D. lunette eyes

 Spring-loaded locking 

arm for secure coupling

 Constructed from solid, forged 

steel for superior strength

 Includes safety pin and bolt kit
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Ball & Pintle Combinations

 Mounts on any CURT 

adjustable pintle mount

 GTW capacities up to 60,000 lbs.

 Fits 1-7/8”, 2” or 2-5/16” couplers 

and 2-1/2” or 3” I.D. lunette eyes

 Spring-loaded locking 

arm for secure coupling

 Constructed from solid, forged 

steel for superior strength

 Includes safety pin and bolt kit
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Adjustable Pintle Mounts

 Mounts any CURT adjustable pintle

hook or ball & pintle combination

 Height adjustment allows 

for precise trailer leveling

 Bent face plate and solid shank provide 

superior strength (#48343, #48339)

 2-1/2" shank options ideal for 

class 5 Commercial Duty hitches

 Protected by a highly durable 

carbide powder coat finish
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Receiver-Mount Options

 Fits 2” or 2-1/2” 

receiver tube openings

 Spring-loaded locking arm 

for secure coupling

 Constructed from solid, forged 

steel for superior strength

 2-1/2” shank ideal for class 5 

Commercial Duty hitches

 Protected by a durable 

powder coat finish

 Changeable trailer ball 

features a hard chrome finish

 Includes safety pin with cable
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Adjustable Channel Mounts

 Available for 2” and 2-1/2” receiver tubes

 Allows for precise trailer leveling

 Rated for up to 20,000 lbs. GTW

 Built-in anti-rattle helps 

promote quiet towing

 Protected by a highly durable 

carbide powder coat finish

 Patent# US8,033,563
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Lunette Rings

 Flat design allows drawbar to bolt 

quickly and easily to a trailer tongue

 Single stud eliminates need 

for a swivel-type pintle hook

 Threaded shank and castle nut 

for secure attachment to trailer

 Constructed from forged steel 

alloy for superior strength
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Channel-Mount Lunette Rings

 Height adjustment allows 

for precise trailer leveling

 2” bolt pattern spread for 

simple, secure attachment

 Constructed from forged 

steel for superior strength

 Channel brackets feature 

one-piece, formed steel build
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Limited Lifetime Warranty

 CURT provides limited lifetime warranty coverage against 

defects in factory workmanship and materials for CURT 

products sold by authorized CURT dealers for use by retail 

(end use) consumers.

 https://storage.googleapis.com/curt-group-

warranties/CURT_Warranty_2018.02.09.pdf

https://storage.googleapis.com/curt-group-warranties/CURT_Warranty_2018.02.09.pdf

